SoftwareEngineering
OVERVIEW
DS2 has experienced engineers and analysts who can work for you starting from the initial requirement
analysis process all the way through to the application development and maintenance stages. Our focal
point is not only application development but also its collaboration, deployment, management,
migration and customization. We use the latest technologies and best practices to develop the best
solutions to meet your needs.

DESKTOP SOLUTIONS
Pow erful and Flexible
Building custom applications designed for the desktop environment that utilize the latest technologies.
Whether developing for .N ET or a mixed platform, we have the necessary tools and experience to
deliver powerful and quality- driven solutions.

WEB SOLUTIONS
M obile and Cross-Platform
Designing and building websites and applications that will showcase your company and the services you
provide. Leveraging the advantages of the web to provide Rich Internet Applications (RIA) using
technologies such as Java, M icrosoft Silverlight and H TM L 5. We also have years of experience in
developing modules and skins for content management systems (CM S), like Dot N et N uke.

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
Performance, Scalability, and Reliability
Providing business- oriented, end- to- end, solutions to improve your enterprises? productivity,
efficiency, and costs. Designed to connect all of your disparate data sources and existing applications to
work across your entire enterprise. We have the experience to develop solutions that are
performance- driven, scalable, and robust to meet the needs of your enterprise.

MOBILE SOLUTIONS
Information at Your Fingertips
Today, mobile apps are popular with business owners and their customers. M obile apps can provide a
way for your business to connect and generate repeat business, build relationships, and increase
accessibility to your customers. DS2 can help design and build your next mobile app that will give you
an extra advantage in the marketplace with your customers.
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WHY USE DS2?
PURE GENIUS
Highly Technical and Experienced Staff
Our software engineers have a true passion for technology and application development. We pride
ourselves on our technical prowess and our ability to deliver solutions that are technically superior and
reliable while being efficient and cost effective in delivery. Our staff is experienced, trained, and certified
to provide you the best solution no matter what your IT needs our.

A CUSTOMER?S BEST FRIEND
Product M anager
Shouldn?t you have an advocate ensuring that the solution being created meet?s your needs? Typically,
once a project?s requirements are defined it is developed to meet those requirements void of customer
visibility. The issue is that most shops just develop to meet the specification (well... if they use
specifications). We champion the use of a customer advocate who ensures that the product is not only
what you asked for, but more importantly is what you need. Your customer advocate will have intimate
knowledge of your business processes and will ensure that your best interests are kept in mind every step
of the way. They help ensure that we can see the forest for the trees.

FLEXIBILITY IS KEY
Agile Processes
Do your priorities ever change? As with any business you have to be flexible and have flexible processes
and frameworks. H ere at DS2 we use agile processes to ensure that we can quickly change and adapt to
your needs. We want to ensure that you get the right product that exceeds your expectations in every
way. In order to do so, we can?t be bogged down in yesteryear?s rigidly fixed practices. To help with this
we use SCRUM , an incremental approach to software development that focuses on the customer?s
needs. Everybody should have a little more flexibility.

LEAVING IT TO CHANCE
Standard Processes
All of our processes are standardized and integrated as a part of our tool belt. Though we remain
flexible and continually learn and evolve using the best techniques and processes available. Our
standardized workflows help to ensure our processes are repeatable, so that we are successful every
time. Don?t leave the success of your project to chance.

SUPER PROJECT MANAGERS
PM P Certified
Our project managers are tested, certified, and approved to manage your projects. Providing
experienced guidance and direction to ensure your projects are delivered on- time and within budget.
Shouldn?t every PM be certified? Visit the Project M anagement Institute to learn more about the benefits
of certification.
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